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Steve Anderson brings over 30 years of experience in forensic engineering and motorcycle design to his work as a senior engineer
in MEA Forensic’s Collision Reconstruction Group. He investigates all kinds of vehicle accidents but specializes in those involving
motorcycles. Steve routinely presents the results of his engineering investigations as an expert witness in court.

Steve has a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and is registered as a
professional engineer in California. Over his career, Steve has seen many changes in forensic engineering. He has more tools at his
disposal than ever before: 3D laser scanners, for example, which can be used to map accident scenes. There are also more
sources of evidence; “Frequently, we discover video footage of an accident from a dashboard cam, a Go-Pro or a security camera
on a nearby building.” he notes. Crash data recorders, or “black boxes”, which are common in cars are also starting to appear in
motorcycles.

When clients hire Steve they will get a thorough, unbiased examination of their case. They can also expect a skilled communicator.
When he appears as an expert witness, Steve presents his findings in terms that everyone can understand, drawing on his years of
experience as a contributing editor with commercial magazines such as Cycle World.

Steve’s experience designing motorcycles makes him unique among his peers. As a platform director, he led engineering teams in
developing new bikes from concept to production. “I have been involved in every aspect of the process, from engines to cooling
systems to chassis to electrical systems and batteries,” he says. This included ensuring that newly-designed motorcycles met
safety regulations. Steve maintains an interest in motorcycle and e-bike design, presenting at conferences on these topics. Electric
vehicles, ride-sharing, advanced safety feature and autonomous driving are changing the transportation industry. As Steve
describes it: “This is the new Cambrian Revolution in transportation. We are going to see more changes in the next 10-15 years
than any time since the early 1900s. That’s exciting.”


